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Henry Purcell’s *Dido and Aeneas*, written before 1689, is usually cited as the first English opera, widely performed and admired for centuries. Yet its origins, its hidden messages, and its intended audience are the subject of ongoing arguments among scholars of Restoration music.

Like the Italian composers who created opera in the early 1600s, British composers of musical drama mined the rich repository of ancient myth to create an authoritative cultural aura. *Dido and Aeneas* is clearly modeled on the mythic musical masques of the Restoration, taking the Fourth Book of Virgil’s *Aeneid* as a general framework for its plot. The librettist, Nahum Tate, borrowed only the most basic elements of the tragic story of Dido and Aeneas, leaving behind the plot complexities of the *Aeneid* and creating far more emphasis on the plight of the passionate and ultimately abandoned Dido. Tate also introduced a popular stage element not found in the *Aeneid*: witches and a Sorceress, echoing the three witches of Shakespeare’s *Macbeth* (very popular in this period) and numerous other dramas that included witches as symbols of the persistent threat of the possible return of Catholicism in Anglican England.

The symbolism of the witches, of Aeneas, and of Dido, are part of the layers of meaning of this opera. For centuries, the only known performance of *Dido and Aeneas* during Purcell’s lifetime was at a girls boarding school in Chelsea in 1689. But recent research has provided evidence that the opera was composed earlier for the court of King William and Queen Mary – the opera originally contained an extensive Prologue (the music has not survived) with obvious references to the royal couple, and with action that required the extensive stage machinery of a court theater. Other court dramas also had been adapted for this school, and *Dido and Aeneas* appears to be part of that tradition.

At the girls boarding school, the opera was an obvious moral fable of the pitfalls of accepting the advances of charming men. But at the royal court, the opera was an object lesson in the tension between royal duty and passion, with the destiny of Aeneas almost derailed by illicit passion. The stark tragic ending of the opera is unusual, as most operas would evade outright nihilism through some plot twist or a “deus ex machina” that would extricate the characters. But this opera closes with the death of Queen Dido and the departure of Aeneas, just as in the *Aeneid*. Her closing aria, “When I am laid in earth,” sung over a plaintive repeating, descending ostinato bass line, remains one of the most affecting moments in the history of music.
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Associate Professor
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SCENE 1: THE PALACE

Dido, the widowed Queen of Carthage, has fallen in love with the Trojan Prince Aeneas. He has been shipwrecked on his way to Italy, where his destiny is to found Rome. Although she is afraid to give in to her feelings, Dido is finally convinced by her confidant Belinda's coaxing and Aeneas' protestations of love. The court celebrates their love.

SCENE 2: THE CAVE

The Sorceress plots Dido's destruction and with her witches she hatches a plan to trick Aeneas into leaving Dido. By assuming the voice of the god Mercury, she will remind Aeneas of his duty to leave Carthage and fulfill his destiny.

SCENE 3: THE GROVE

The lovers, embarked upon a hunt, pause to rest and are entertained by Dido's women. A storm, conjured by the Sorceress, interrupts their idyll and sends the women hurrying back to the palace. Aeneas is stopped by the voice of the false Mercury, who tells him he must leave Dido and sail for Italy. Aeneas laments his fate.

SCENE 4: THE HARBOR

The sailors make ready to leave. The Sorceress and her witches celebrate their victory and plot their final revenge.

SCENE 5: THE PALACE

Dido fears that Aeneas will abandon her. Aeneas, torn, seeks to defy the gods and stay. Dido is furious and forces him to leave. Once he has gone, however, she kills herself rather than live without him.
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